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"T series" of PS resin pedestal 
improved the form of dowel pin or 
pedestals, and enabled highly precise 
model production. 

"T series wood" which improved 
textures by mixing wood flour 
in a resin pedestal lined up, too.

Model cup  T-Series Lineup
Posterior 3x2 pin, Dental Stone, PS Resin Pedestal, 100pcs/box
Posterior 5x2 pin, Dental Stone, PS Resin Pedestal, 100pcs/box
Anterior 14x2 pin, Dental Stone, PS Resin Pedestal, 50pcs/box
Posterior 3x2 pin, Dental Stone, Tree Resin Pedestal, 100pcs/box
Posterior 5x2 pin, Dental Stone, Tree Resin Pedestal, 100pcs/box

Anterior 14x2 pin, Dental Stone, Tree Resin Pedestal, 50pcs/box

Model cup



Taper Round Pin
By adopting the round pin of two rows, it excels  in the prevention 
from rotation and can also perform adjustment of contact correctly.
The feeling of attachment and detachment to pedestals of a taper 
pin improved markedly. It is the highly precision design which can 
insert smoothly and is stabilized tightly.  

Easy To Attach

Easy To Cut

The line which shows the center of a jaw(median line) and 
the projection which shows between each pin were added. 
It also becomes a standard which attaches a model 
on an exact place. 

The inside pin of 6 pcs for anterior teeth is made thin [T-14], 
and it became easy to cut. 
By adding antiskid projection, a model can be firmly held 
at the time of cutting. 
It became easy to fix a model to the stand of 3D scanner. 

 T-3

Model Cup Series

♦Color Variations [Blue White Wood]

 T-5  T-14x2x2 x2
100pcs/box 100pcs/box 50pcs/box

Taper Round Pin

Easy to cut Median line There is a 
dent in front 
and behind to 
fit the adapter.

Anti-slip projection. 
It becomes a standard 
to attach the model.
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